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↑Noton-ProtonCollision for collision we are studyingtheneed the full equation,

we are

We are going to use energyconservation four times!I oing
to use it

andmomentum conservation to show
that a photon must have sudeV
of energy to knock aproton at rest first letsapplywaitto the protonene
(inparaffin outwith 5.7 Mer of We will use the subscript isfor initial,kinetic energy. Because only 140615.3
=zoMeV is available, whatever the andI, for final. Initially the
mystery radiation is in Fig. 2.23, it proton has Ppi = 0
cannotbea photon (or Urrayif ↑

momentum of proton, initially
you prefer thatterminology) So
What is special aboutthe photon, and Epi=myczwhat is going to rule it out, is thatthe photon is massless. After the collision, theproton
-1905,Einstein,hadpublishedene satisfies

We

usually see E=mc] as being the Epif =VczmpcF 2 nobodyscaryengmostfamous consequence, but that =(x,y
c+mx-mzcz+m,2 proton'srest energyis only for a particle at rest. The - ifI please

more general statement is This combination is
calledKpf, and it is

E=Vp+CN what chadwick measured to be

&
p is the

momentum as high as 5.7Mer

the momenfrm Now we are going
to work onforaparticleatrestinp = 0 in the photon'scontributions to

to ->

E=UpTMCA energy
and momentum conservation.

youget
back E=mzz, which says

Aphoton also obeys Eincy
that themass ofaparticle atrest can be

but a photon is massless. So this

converted to energy simplifies to E-pc Calmost!



↑
The photon is initiallygoing We have one more bitof work to
to the right in figure 2.23 ig
# The prother greatest kindone tbeforewecanstarsofentration.ive

needs to bounce
back (to the left) Because 60 back to Kpt ·
we have photons going both

we needrightandleftcareful when we Kp,f =VxxmpcA-mcP
simplifyvcz =Mpc)Vp- 1
It actually simplifies to /pc/ In class, I claimed that ifSo we have

xis much less than 1, that
Es.i=/ppic) and EU.f=/P8,52) #x-1v Ex

andthe absolute value signs saythatare We couldtakethe detour to further
photon has positive energynot its momentum is positive or

motivate the claim, but you can

negative.It is pretty standard to make test itwithacalculator.Everyonethe positive direction to the right, and j
so P23i >0. Meanwhile, we have argued well. The left-hand side is 00l
thatfor the mostkickprif isto the andthe right-hand side is 0.5.left, so pr,/<0 ·

So if Ppc<MpI] a thespeedout

Now use those facts to simplify · I relocityinto/
(which amount to assuming Up,(42)

70 i =100,52)
=

PV,iC <brasin then
because

E5,=(P4(c)= -pp.7c <- Xp,f<0
Kp,f = mpc.p2z- +Ex
We will need to rearrange thisOr, Pri=Epila and pp,1--EGSK equation to use it

Ppt=vmKp,;



↑
Is the even morefundamentalHome stretch. Momentum conservation -

says: ideas ofmomentum conservation

Phi +0 =PV,f +Pp,f and energy conservation.

↑ ↑

70,i/c -wishVik, Anyway, we have the equation
- andnow we stick in

Or,cp,i =12p,y+Vzmpchkp,+(*
Kp, f = 5.TMeVMeanwhile, energyconservation says mpcz=938MeV

Ev,i +mc =EN.fmpzR+Kp, f and wegetOr,
Ev,i = - 5pf +kp,f (*(*) 75,i =5704MeV

Impossible!Only20MeVwas
toolthetwoegrations (A) and (**and

see available to make thatphoton.
get: In the next problem set, we'll-

p,j
Evi =NV

see how
supposing
the

existence of the neutron
makes the reaction (2.33)plausible

This is Reed's equation (2.34)
except now it is ·

xtmasithartLakeaucatbenchooonseoviosen *He +1 Be+ (c + .n

2

13=Em for a non-relativistic proto newhonpaintsoneadof


